
 

 

 
BEHAVIOUR POLICY 

UNCRC – Article 2 (non discrimination), Article 3 (best interest of the child), Article 12 
(respecting views), Article 13 (thoughts and opinions), Article 19 (protection), Article 23 

(disabilities)  
 

Introduction: Who wrote the policy and why. 
 
Staff, governors and children of Charter School were involved in writing this policy. Its purpose 
is to give clear guidance to all who use the school.  The head teacher has overall responsibility 
for the behaviour of pupils. Teachers’ job descriptions state their responsibilities and ancillary 
staff also play an important role. It would be helpful to read the school's statement of values 
and aims alongside this document. 
 
Aims: Why good behaviour in school is important. 
 
Our long-term aims are that children will: 

 respect themselves and have a positive self-image; 
 be active, caring members of their community. 

 
It is our concern that children make the most of each school day, so good behaviour is 
expected in order to allow every child to learn effectively. 
 
Guiding principles 
 
The values that guide behaviour in school are: 

 mutual respect; 
 personal responsibility; 
 physical safety. 

School rules and expectations have all been made with these in mind. 
 
Code of conduct 
Consistent standards of behaviour are expected in all school activities, including activities off 
the school site. 
 
General 
 
 We are polite and helpful to people in school. We are welcoming to visitors in school but 

NEVER talk to or go with strangers outside the school. 
 We use quiet voices inside the school building so as not to disturb others. 
 We walk in the school building. 
 When using doorways we wait our turn sensibly if others are there first. 



 

 

 Shirts are to be tucked in when inside school 
 
 
Playtimes and lunchtimes 
 
 We play friendly games, not violent ones where people might get hurt. Toys allowed in 

school are those that encourage friendly games. 
 We only play outside where school adults say we may. We NEVER climb on the walls. 
 We stay in the building only with the express permission of school adults. 
 
 
Behaviour strategies 
 
We are keen to applaud children's efforts and achievements - this is an important way we can 
build up their self-esteem. We provide a large range of rewards accessible to all pupils. 
 
Good behaviour is acknowledged privately (in conversations with children) and publicly (in 
class and in assemblies). All adults give positive praise for work completed through comments 
(said at the time or written adjacent to the work), smiley faces, stickers or stamps. The head 
teacher has special stickers for very good work. This praise for good work also helps to raise 
self-esteem and thus improve behaviour patterns. Each class uses their own motivational 
rewards such as raffle tickets, marbles in the jar or such like. 
   
We have Ping the dragon who helps the children with our school motto of ‘Create, Discover, 
Succeed together’ Emails or texts called happy Pings are sent out to parents for positive 
behaviours and attitudes.  The children earn stamps when they demonstrate one of the areas 
of CDST. When they have achieved 6 stamps in any given area, they receive a certificate in 
celebration assembly which is held at the end of each term. Once the children have achieved 
a certificate in every area, they achieve a Ping badge. Bronze, Silver and Gold stars are then 
achieved for every completed set of certificates. 
 
In key stage one, all children start with their name on the sunshine, when positive behaviour 
is displayed, they move their name up to the rainbow. If unacceptable choices are made, they 
move down to the raincloud. This visual representation supports young children with their 
choices. They can move up and down fluidly on the same day or session. 
 
In Key stage 2, the child is given warning to make a better choice, if the behaviour persists the 
child is given time to think and reflect about the behaviour. If a child continues to make an 
inappropriate choice, they may then be moved to a quiet seat within the classroom away 
from others. If they persist they will be sent to another classroom to continue with their 
learning. The parent/carer will be informed by the class teacher either by phone or in person. 
If the child has been sent to another class on 3 separate occasions, a letter will be sent home 
to parents. For the persistent negative choices the pupil may have an internal isolation 
whereby they are taught outside the classroom on a 1.1 basis. For continually disruptive 
behaviour, or behaviour that results in an unsafe environment, for the child or others around 
them, the head teacher reserves the right to exclude a pupil from school if there is no other 
alternative. (See appendix 1)  
 



 

 

We believe that teachers have the right to teach and children the right to learn. If a pupil does 
not allow this through unacceptable behaviour then this is dealt with immediately. 
When dealing with misdemeanours we are conscious to maintain a child's self-esteem. We 
make it clear that it is the behaviour that is unacceptable, not the child. “Your behaviour, your 
choice.” 
 
Charter Rose 
 
The staff in our Charter Rose Centre do take note of these sanctions and rewards but have to 
adapt the policy because of the communication difficulties of the pupils. It may also be 
adapted, from time to time, for other pupils in the mainstream school who have special 
educational needs.  The resource base use a traffic light system similar to the sun and 
raincloud principle using red (time out), Orange (thinking time), Yellow (starting point) and 
green (making the right choice).  
Some incidents of unacceptable behaviour involve pupils being physically restrained. 
Procedures for this are included in the school’s physical restraint policy. 
 
Bullying and racial harassment 
 
A positive school atmosphere involves a sense of community. We believe bullying and racial 
harassment are serious offences against the school community. We are alert to signs of such 
behaviour and deal firmly with it.  
We work hard to foster a strong sense of community in which children do indeed respect each 
other. We strive to make it clear that concerns they may have about their welfare, or that of 
their friends, will be treated seriously. 
 
How parents can help 
 
We hope to work effectively and in partnership with parents to achieve our aims. All parents 
are asked to sign our home/school agreement when their children start at Charter. If you are 
asked to come to school to discuss your child's behaviour please try to do so as soon as 
possible. We wish to work in partnership with you to ensure each child is safe, secure and 
making progress. 
Please ensure that your children (both pupils and toddlers) follow our rules - particularly the 
ones concerning safety - when they are on the premises in your care. 
 
Other agencies 
 
Liaison is welcomed with other agencies able to support the school and the pupils. Contact is 
made through the head teacher or SENco. 
Agencies we work regularly with include: 
LET – behaviour support 
Social services 
Health authority 
 
Other agencies may be involved from time to time.  
 



 

 

Other school information to be read alongside this policy – 
 
Inclusion Policy 
Positive handling 
Home/School Agreement document 
 
This policy will be reviewed regularly by all the staff. 
Reviewed and amended–September 2016 
Reviewed May 2017  
Next review – May 2019   



 

 

 Appendix I 
 
Factors to be considered before deciding whether exclusion is the appropriate sanction: 
 
 punishment must be appropriate to the offence; 
 age and state of health of pupil; 
 pupil's previous record at the school; 
 any particular circumstances unique to the pupil which might sensibly be taken into 

account e.g. strained or traumatic domestic circumstances; 
 extent of parental, peer or other pressure which may have contributed to the behaviour; 
 degree of severity of the behaviour, frequency, likelihood of re-occurrence; 
 whether or not the behaviour impaired or will impair the normal functioning of the pupil 

or other pupils; 
 whether or not the behaviour occurred on school premises, when teachers were in 

charge, or off the premises; 
 degree to which the behaviour was a violation of one or more rules contained in the 

school's policy on behaviour and relative importance of the rules; 
 Whether the incident was perpetrated by the pupil on his/her own or as part of a group; 
 Whether consideration has been given to seeking the support of other agencies. 
 
If an exclusion is necessary the headteacher follows the procedures laid out in the DFE 
Exclusion form maintained schools, Academies and pupil referral units in England. 
 
Reviewed January 13  
Reviewed January 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


